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Where Value Lies: First Look At 2016 Bordeaux 

BY NEAL MARTIN | OCTOBER 23, 2018 

 

“Inexpensive Bordeaux” may seem like an oxymoron given the exposure afforded to en primeurand those wines that 

sit at the top of the hierarchy. I stand guilty as charged. Reading through my articles suggests that I pour Petrus on 
my bowl of cereal every morning. Apart from the fact that milk goes much better with cornflakes, the truth is that 

older vintages, blue chip names and precious bottles could never be part of my daily drinking regimen since these 
wines exist beyond my financial means and those of most people. Bordeaux fits the bill perfectly because outside the 

Grand Cru Classés and their ilk, there is an ocean of well-priced, good quality Clarets that inhabit a very different 

world than the cosseted elite. This vast hinterland is populated by less familiar names that might struggle more under 
unfavorable weather conditions and cannot afford draconian selections year after year. Haute couture vineyard 

husbandry and bespoke vinification is simply impractical and unaffordable. These châteaux cannot shell out for 
celebrity consultants and struggle to find importers who believe in their wine (through thick and thin.) These 

properties often fight for recognition. Sometimes their survival beyond the next financial year cannot be taken for 

granted. 

But they all deserve to be an integral part of Bordeaux coverage. They are on the exact same playing field as the 

superstars. Like any sport, there will be performances that deserve recognition and applause or maybe, that are equal 
to or even surpass the superstars. You can never predict who might score a winning goal. 

This report serves three purposes. Firstly, it represents my first look at the Bordeaux 2016s in bottle. Its purview is 
the Médoc and the lower end of the hierarchy. I have taken the liberty of slipping in a handful of 2015s and 2017s 

since they are within the value theme. Secondly, this report includes my annual roundup of the latest Cru Bourgeois 

classification, which I have covered since its reboot in 2010. Given that this year’s alumnus is the touted 2016 
vintage, I have high hopes that the wines will offer rich pickings for Bordeaux-lovers wishing to avoid the prohibitive 
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prices of Grand Cru Classé and who care more about the contents inside the bottle than the label. Lastly, I also take 

this opportunity to detail imminent changes in the classification and offer my two cents. 

The 150-odd Cru Bourgeois are blended with reviews for recent releases courtesy of consultant Olivier Dauga, which 
long-term readers will know I follow each year. Barely containable in his lurid pink jacket and yet to come down 

from celebrating the previous evening’s triumph of France in the World Cup, Dauga presents his Bordeauxs at around 
the twenty or thirty dollar mark. You could argue that it is more challenging to make good affordable wine at this level 

than when you have unlimited financial resources, but for many consumers, this is their entry into the delights of 
Bordeaux. I also include 2016s tasted at Oenoconseil in Pauillac that I reviewed in barrel, plus a choice selection from 

Dominique Dupuch, the gentleman who runs the “La Cave d’Ulysse” shop in Margaux. He pointed me towards some 

under-the-radar wines that include a superb Médoc in the shape of the 2015 Château L’Eden and a couple of 
impressive releases from the Margaux estate, Château Tayac. 

The 2016 Cru Bourgeois 

The 2016 vintage sees 270 châteaux awarded the Cru Bourgeois classification, equivalent to 33 million bottles of wine 

or 32% of the Médoc’s production. That is a sizeable figure and an important category for Bordeaux. Bottles of Cru 

Bourgeois carry an official sticker (see below) displaying the newly designed logo with a useful QR code so that 
consumers can whip out their phone and gain background information, or alternatively, use the Vinous app to read an 

independent review! 

Cru Bourgeois is a happy hunting ground for Bordeaux-lovers on a budget in great vintages. When growing conditions 

are tough, properties occupying the lower rungs of the hierarchy suffer disproportionately due to supposedly inferior 

terroir vis-à-vis Grand Cru Classé and are constrained by tighter strings that limit their options in terms of picking 

dates or selection. In difficult vintages the bar is lowered and the numbers of Cru Bourgeois stays roughly the same – 

for example, in the poor growing season of 2013 there were still 251 Cru Bourgeois. I have long argued that the bar 

should stay where it is, however politically difficult that might be. A benevolent season like 2016 evens the playing 

field and consequently the general standard is higher. That does not imply that just because a bottle is affixed a Cru 

Bourgeois sticker that the wine passes muster. Tasting some 158 of the 2016 Cru Bourgeois exposed winemaking 

faults that, to be honest, ought to have been picked up during the assessment process. I found instances of volatility, 

one or two cases of brettanomyces and occasionally greenness. When a growing season has gone swimmingly, the 

more lackadaisical winemakers take their eye off the ball, assuming that Mother Nature will guarantee quality. The 

reality is that you must pay attention until the cork is inserted. So, it is not the first time that I have to comment that 

some Cru Bourgeois, including bottles assessed from two or three samples, do not deserve to be classified. These 

wines risk  tarnishing the reputation of the entire category. 

Cru Bourgeois is a valuable category of Bordeaux because there is a clutch of fabulous wines that I bet could be 

sneaked into a blind tasting of Grand Cru Classé and nobody would notice, at least not until you examine the price 
tag. The top 2016 Cru Bourgeois are furnished with sensual pure fruit, and silk-like tannins; they attest to assiduous 

winemaking and as an added bonus, built-in longevity. As usual, allow me to list my twelve top picks from across the 
appellations: 

La Cardonne (Médoc) - 91 

Ramafort (Médoc) - 91 

Patache d’Aux (Médoc) - 91 

Bibian (Haut-Médoc) – 92  

Dillon (Haut-Médoc) – 91  

https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=La+Cardonne
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Ramafort
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Patache
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Bibian
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Dillon
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Biston-Brillette (Moulis) – 91  

Branas Grand Poujeaux (Moulis) - 92 

Deyrem-Valentin (Margaux) - 91 

Fonbadet (Pauillac)  - 91 

Lilian Ladouys (Saint-Estèphe) – 91 

The 2016 Lilian Ladouys has a tightly wound bouquet with blackberry, cedar and light mint aromas, quite potent with mineral 
scents developing with time. The palate is medium-bodied with grippy tannin, rather foursquare and precise. More Pauillac in style 
than Saint-Estèphe thanks to that graphite note on the long finish. Excellent. Tasted at the Cru Bourgeois tasting in London. 

Sérilhan (Saint-Estèphe) – 92 

Tour des Termes (Saint-Estèphe) -91 

But all is about to change. On 4 January this year, after lengthy negotiations with the French government, the Cru 

Bourgeois announced that there will be a subdivision of the present classification into three rankings: Cru 
Bourgeois Exceptionnel, Cru Bourgeois Supérieur and Cru Bourgeois. Why make it more complicated? Well, the 

answer is simple. One of the shortcomings of the present classification is the refusal of some higher performing 
châteaux, including Chasse-Spleen and Poujeaux, that were part of the original classification to rejoin the new one. 

Their rebuff rather undermines its standing. These properties would argue that since the qualitative gap between the 

top and bottom of Cru Bourgeois is wide, why sully their reputation by being lumped in with properties that scrape 
into the classification by the skin of their teeth, possibly by doing the minimum possible? The introduction of a three-

tier ranking is a carrot for those striving for higher quality wines, it allows them to be distinguished from the rest, 
without the rest losing their status. It is a balancing act whereby the aim is to bruise as few egos as possible and 

keep everyone happy. Not an easy task, although it did work for a while, at least until the original system was 

declared null and void in 2004. 

The new ranking is a little Byzantine because the plan is for each château to maintain their classification status for 

five years before the reassessment. This will be incepted from the 2018 vintage and announced in 2020. The criteria 
for assessment are not only based on a blind evaluation of the wines, which will be conducted by five independent 

judges who themselves undergo appraisal. Estates will also be judged on sustainability, eco-friendly viticulture, 
cleanliness, tourist facilities, price of wine and even, God forbid, scores. I asked Frédérique de Lamothe, director of 

the Alliance des Crus Bourgeois du Médoc: what happens in the case of a château with a comparatively unhygienic 

cellar that churns out great wine year after year? It is not impossible. I can think of numerous cases where cellars 
look unkempt and unclean but that produce some of the great wines in the world – and vice versa! The general view 

is that this is extremely unlikely and at present, nobody really knows the weighting that will be given to different 
categories during assessment.  

The new regimen has met a lukewarm response. In my opinion, it is easy to criticize a ranking system that might 

tempt some of the bigger players back. It worked before. Having said that, nowadays there is much more money 
involved and expectant shareholders will inevitably ask if participation is beneficial. Much will depend upon the 

strictness of selection. There were originally nine Cru Bourgeois Exceptionnels. In my opinion, there is a risk that the 
potential status of this upper tier of properties will be diluted with more than a dozen members. At the moment, no 

figure has been set. Maybe they should consider introducing a maximum number at the top level in order to instill a 
sense of elitism. The bottom line is that consumers need to feel confident that when they spend more on a higher-

ranking Cru Bourgeois, they will be drinking a better quality wine. That superiority must be translated into the bottle. 

We will see how it pans out in the coming months. 

 

https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Biston-Brillette
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Branas+Grand+Poujeaux
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Deyrem-Valentin
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Fonbadet
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Lilian+Ladouys
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Serilhan
https://vinous.com/wines?utf8=%E2%9C%93&wine_filter%5Barticle_id%5D=2031&q=Tour+des+Termes
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Bordeaux 2015: Pauillac

By Chris Kissack 

 

Here in Pauillac the September rains seem to have also hampered quality in this vintage, although not to the same degree as seen in St 

Estèphe. The picture here seems to be more variable; some domaines declared more than 100 mm of rain in the run up to harvest, above 

average for the month, and comparable to the experiences of their compatriots just to the north. On the other hand, some domaines 

recorded less than 60 mm during this month, not only significantly lower rainfall than their neighbours, but lower than the average. 

 

As a consequence, quality in Pauillac is more convincing than that seen in St Estèphe in this vintage, but there is also a degree of 

heterogeneity here. Some châteaux have indeed turned in a wine superior to their neighbours' efforts in St Estèphe, taking full advantage 

of the very dry season and relatively dry run up to the harvest. Meanwhile others, it has to be said, seem rather more ordinary. 

 

The Wines 

 

I would normally start with some comment on the three first growths, but to do so brings me immediately to those châteaux which are 

absent from this report. I do not have a tasting note here for Château Latour, as I saw little point in visiting when the wine will not be 

released for another five or ten or however many years. I always visit during the primeurs, because at that point in time each wine tasted 

is another data point useful in developing an understanding of the vintage as a whole. But now that these notes are exclusively about 

making decisions to buy, based on judgements made on finished wines, I am not sure that a visit to taste would be a worthwhile use of 

my time in an otherwise very tight schedule. I have to say I don't think I would have any problem in obtaining an appointment if I 

requested one, but it is surely more informative to taste the wine when it crops up in the domaine's late-release programme. 

 

I also have not tasted the 2015 from Château Mouton-Rothschild, as we were unable to find a mutually convenient time for me to visit 

during my week in Bordeaux. This is a great shame as I admire the wines of Philippe Dhalluin, responsible not only for this first growth but 

also Château d'Armailhac and Château Clerc-Milon. Happily I was able to taste these latter two wines in London, so I include those 

tasting notes below. Hopefully next time I visit the region I will be able to visit Château Mouton-Rothschild to taste. That leaves Château 

Lafite-Rothschild, which in 2015 is a rather elegantly composed wine which impressed with this characteristic rather than great depth or 

weight, a style which feels wholly compatible with the style of the vintage 

 

One egregious article I read a few months ago claimed to be able to score Bordeaux without tasting, because first growths are always 

ranked top, second growths next, and so on. The author clearly doesn't read Winedoctor, a sin which makes his whitewash of the review 

process even worse. In Pauillac a number of châteaux have been challenging the first growths for some time now, just as Château 

Palmer does in Margaux, and in 2015 I doff my cap to Alfred Tesseron and Jean-Michel Comme of Château Pontet-Canet. Their 2015 is 

a true tour de force of intense fruit, spiced high quality oak, energy and vigour, a real superstar in the appellation. No wonder the wine 

sells at such a high price these days. This success is not an isolated phenomenon though; Château Pichon-Baron, frequently stellar and 

also capable of giving the first growths a run for their money, is just a notch behind, and Château Pichon-Lalande, showing significant 

improvements under Nicolas Glumineau, will surely also be in that position soon. 

 

One or two estates have bottled a wine which has ultimately exceeded my expectations from the primeurs tastings (with a nod to my 

introduction, this is a euphemism for an admission that I under-rated them), with one notable example being the aforementioned Château 

d'Armailhac. Also worthy of a mention is Château Pédesclaux, not a wine I have reviewed very often, but certainly one to watch with 

Vincent Bache-Gabrielsen (pictured above) running the estate and clearly able to take advantage of a huge investment from owner Jacky 

Lorenzetti (the estate is today unrecognisable compared with the Château Pédesclaux of old, and so is the wine I think). I also thought 

Château Grand-Puy-Lacoste showed rather well on this tasting. (8/8/18) 

 

Tasting Notes 

https://www.thewinedoctor.com/tastingsformal/bordeaux2015_2018pauillac.shtml
http://www-wine-services.com/
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Tasted in October 2017 and May 2018. Click   to locate stockists. 

 

Pauillac 

 

Château d'Armailhac 2015: Perfumed wild fruits on the nose, wild woodland strawberry, with a lightly peppery undertow. The palate is 

fresh, pure, quite impressive in terms of its glossy concentration, underpinned by a charming backbone of nicely integrated tannins, fresh 

and medium-grained. A composed style, with a peppery energy to the finish, where it remains full and long. On the whole, an impressive 

result within the commune and vintage. 92/100   

 

Château Batailley 2015: A rather delightful expression on the nose, lightly grained red cherry fruit, with an overlay of pencil shavings and 

sandalwood, feeling quite evolved in a way, although there is no denying it has appeal. The palate shows similar harmony and charm, as 

the nose suggested, with a broad and appealing texture, as well as a fresh seam of fruit, and a bright, spicy, peppery backbone of 

tannins. It has some length on the finish too. A good effort. 91/100   

 

Château Clerc-Milon 2015: This wine, from the Mouton-Rothschild stable, has a nose of wild raspberry and perfumed red cherry, scented 

with nuances of peony and rose petal, along with a fresh and chalky undertone. The palate follows this very harmonious beginning with a 

polished, lightly glossy but also chalky structure, with nicely integrated tannins and crisp, delicate acidity. It has a firm and confident finish, 

with a nice balance and poise here. This is a good result, one showing some nice confidence. 92/100   

 

Château Duhart-Milon 2015: The élevage here was 14 months, in 50% new oak, with 50% second-fill oak. Very pure, defined berry fruits 

on the nose, roasted, with toast and grilled cherry notes. The palate shows a fine substance, with supple toasted cherry fruits, very 

primary, with a lightly creamed midpalate, with attractively grained elements, praline, coffee and barrel spice. It has volume and 

underlying substance, a fine poise, with good energy too. Overall it is very succulent, appealing, the tannins nicely buried, tightly grained 

and correct. This has very fine potential. 92/100   

 

Château Grand-Puy-Ducasse 2015: This wine, from the western reaches of the appellation, presents a rather restrained nose, with a little 

gamey edge to the fruit, along with a light touch of sage and thyme behind it. The palate is loose, relaxed and easy-going, with redcurrant 

and delicate red cherry fruit, filled with nicely composed tannins which do at least feel harmonious when set against the rest of the wine. 

Aside from those somewhat troublesome aromatics, there is some real charm and character here, and the little length it displays is 

noteworthy. For this property, not a bad effort at all. 91/100   

 

Château Grand-Puy-Lacoste 2015: A firm favourite with the trade, in 2015 this wine has a very composed, fresh and cleanly defined 

aromatic profile, with a lovely purity of fruit at its core. The palate continues this reassuring start, showing a gentle textural confidence, a 

fine polish and sweet harmony, the fruit here framed by some finely grained tannins and peppered with a little edge of toasted nut from 

the oak. This is still very primary, as it should be, but there is some real charm in this wine which would appear to be fulfilling the potential 

seen at the primeurs. 94/100   

 

Château Haut-Bages-Libéral 2015: These vineyards have an excellent position within the appellation, although the wine struggles to 

communicate this. It starts with a rather introverted nose, just showing a little crunchy raspberry fruit. The palate is restrained, reserved, 

with an elegant composition, the raspberry and red cherry fruit as crunchy as the nose suggested, with lovely harmony though, and a 

richly peppered character to the tannins. An eternally understated wine, and the 2015 does nothing to buck this trend. There is, however, 

a rather charming drift of tannins at the finish. All in all a good effort for this estate. 89/100   

 

Château Lafite-Rothschild 2015: This was raised in 100% new oak, for 20 months. The nose is hugely convincing, plush and polished, all 

cigar leaf wrapped around crushed black cherry and damson fruits, dark and savoury, with a black olive density and a lightly salty and 

smoky lift, accentuated by the toast of the barrels, which comes through in a finessed and quite subtle fashion. The raw material here is 

clearly excellent, and the palate continues in this vein, plush but not weighty, finessed, the texture of heavy silk, with very elegant 

fine-boned tannins at its heart, wrapped in a never-ending ribbon of fruit. It feels so precise and composed. A compelling wine, one which 

impresses with its elegance rather than great depth, its intensity rather than its weight, but it has such very fine potential. 95/100   

https://www.thewinedoctor.com/tastingsformal/bordeaux2015_2018pauillac.shtml
http://www-wine-services.com/
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Carruades de Lafite 2015: The élevage lasted 18 months, using just 10% new oak, at the lower end of what is used for the second wine

(e.g. both 2016 and 2017 saw 20% new oak), which is a reflection of the lesser concentration within the vintage. Tasted alongside

Duhart-Milon at Lafite-Rothschild, this has a rather more reticent nose, with much more chutzpah to it, with notes of soot and barrel spice

over degraded cherry fruits. An immediate charm offensive on the palate, creamy and confident in terms of texture, with a flourish of black

cherry and vanilla cream, wrapped voluptuously around a central spindle of ripe, fine-grained tannins, with veins of sooty black olive and

barrel spice. It all leads into a long and caressing finish, carrying a lovely harmony of fruit and structure in the length. 92/100   

 

Château Lynch-Bages 2015: In what feels like a rather mixed line-up of wines, this one presents a nose of genuine interest, smoked red

cherry leading the way, with some praline and toasted-nut oak swirling around it. The palate shows real harmony and texture, with a

tangible substance to it, the middle textured, with a balance of fine-grained tannins and fresh acidity which all holds up very well. Really

harmonious and convincing in the middle and finish here. And it has some length too. Overall, very good. 93/100   

 

Château Pédesclaux 2015: The blend in 2015 is 52% Cabernet Sauvignon, 42% Merlot and 6% Petit Verdot. This is the first year the

team here have been able to use Petit Verdot in the final blend, half coming from young vines, half from vines purchased in 2012 and

2013. They did not use any in 2014 as Vincent felt that the balance between Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot in that vintage was good.

The élevage was in 50% new oak, for 15 months. The aromatics remain in the red-fruit spectrum, in a scene set by the second wine, but

more red cherry and red plum, wrapped up with praline and roasted coffee. There is a silky and elegant texture to the start of the palate,

filled with dried red cherries, vanilla pod and peony scents, touched by some spicy, toasty and coffee-ground nuances. This is composed,

elegant and precise, but pierced with tannin, light, finely grained, but reserved in style with a long, finely grained finish. 92/100   

 

Fleur de Pédesclaux 2015: The blend for this, the second wine, is dominated by Merlot at 74% of the total, with 20% Cabernet Sauvignon

and 6% Cabernet Franc. About 35% of the crop went into this cuvée in this vintage. The élevage was in second-fill barrels, for twelve

months, no new oak. The fruit on the nose is red and light, red cherry at first, but also redcurrant and pomegranate, with a touch of

rhubarb stalk as well, and floral red peony touches. It has a rather delicate palate, yet a tense and grippy structure, with the fruit coming

through dressed up with roasted coffee and praline, along with a fine grip and confidence through to the finish. A nicely made second

wine, but this is not really a strong vintage for second wines on the left bank I think. 88/100   

 

Château Pichon-Baron 2015: This has a darker nose than some, with roasted red cherry fruits, dressed up with toasted almonds and

praline from the oak at the moment. There is a fine and confident harmony to the palate though, the overall style fresh, pure and

confident, with a bright lift and elegant poise. It is restrained rather than strident, a wine which works well within the confines of the

vintage, with a firm undercurrent of peppery tannin and a medium-grained substance. It has undeniable elegance, but there is also some

substantial, broad, textural substance to it in the finish. This has fine potential. 95/100   

 

Château Pichon-Lalande 2015: This delightful wine has some really convincing aromatics, all sweet red plums, perhaps a little black

cherry too, dressed with the exotic scents of vanilla flower and also a bright, chalky lift. The palate, however, remains very restrained and

elegant, with a fresh style, quite open and relaxed, easy-going, with a supple texture laced with chalked red cherry and violet fruits.

Through the middle it builds a warm and peppery presence, which runs through into an elegant and poised finish. A good result, with a

certain feminine charm to it. 94/100   

 

Château Pontet-Canet 2015: This was bottled in July 2017. The élevage was about 16 months, 60% in new oak, 15% in second-fill

barrels and the rest in small cement cuves equivalent to the size of four barrels. There was no fining, and just a light filtration at bottling.

The aromatics are very typical of the new Pontet-Canet, all blackcurrant and damson fruit, perfumed black cherry, with the intensity and

expression that reminds me more of what you get from some top right bank properties, succulent, concentrated, sweet too, with dark and

savoury notes of black olive and soot, all very warm, open and welcoming. The palate is no less seductive than the nose suggests, with

lightly creamed fruit at the start, very supple, spiced up with cigar box, barrel spice, toast and grilled hazelnut through the middle with a

very relaxed, seamless, elegant poise to the wine here. The finish is a flourish of energetic tannin, rich, perfumed, savoury, sooty, serious

yet seamless and medium-bodied. A very impressive wine, showing more mettle than its St Estèphe counterparts (I tasted these two

appellations on the same day) and top-notch for Pauillac as well. Long, tannic and grippy finish. Impressive, a true grand vin. 96/100 

https://www.thewinedoctor.com/tastingsformal/bordeaux2015_2018pauillac.shtml
http://www-wine-services.com/
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Vendanges dans le Médoc : Pédesclaux donne le ton

Par Jean-Charles Chapuzet

Acheval sur toute la zone du Médoc, Vincent Bache-Gabrielsen s’apprête à enclencher les vendanges. Consultant pour les vignobles

Mulliez et directeur des propriétés de Jacky Lorenzetti, il délivre à Terre de Vins ses premières sensations et impressions.

Vous avez la chance de travailler sur des vignobles qui parcourent tout le Médoc, commençons par les plus au Sud, les Châteaux

Belle-Vue et Bolaire, propriétés de la famille Mulliez…

C’est très surprenant car le vignoble a mieux résisté à la sécheresse en rapport à ce qu’on pouvait imaginer. Nous sommes sur des

graves maigres et les vignes ont eu un joli comportement avec très peu de stress. Au final, on retrouve une évolution semblable à celle

dans le Nord du Médoc sur des sols argileux. Au 12 septembre, les pellicules sont toujours assez dures, elles méritent de s’affiner mais

avec un très beau potentiel phénolique, au niveau des intensités colorantes, au niveau des tannins. On gagne encore en richesse et on

enclenche à partir du 24. Donc, il n’y aura pas d’énormes écarts entre les zones. A noter, dans le Sud, que les petits verdots ont la même

maturité cette année que les cabernets. D’habitude, ils sont plus précoces.

Sur Margaux, beaucoup de viticulteurs se plaignent cette année du mildiou sans parler des lapins et des frelons qui picorent les grains,

qu’en est-il au Château d’Issan, propriété d’Emmanuel Cruse et de Jacky Lorenzetti ?

Je n’interviens pas au Château d’Issan mais Emmanuel Cruse m’a dit être très content des premiers contrôles des maturités. C’est une

bonne nouvelle car, vers Margaux, il est vrai que la pression du mildiou était importante. A Issan, Emmanuel Cruse émet des

comparaisons avec 2005 et 2009, c’est très encourageant.

On arrive à Pauillac, au Château Pédesclaux qui depuis quelques années progresse à très grands pas…

C’est la première propriété qui va commencer les vendanges en se lançant sur quelques parcelles de merlots autour du 20 septembre.

Le fruit est très intéressant, c’est profond, il faut affiner ici ou là quelques pellicules en donnant du temps mais dans l’ensemble, c’est très

joli. Et comme dans le Sud, les cabernets sauvignons sont très prometteurs. Les enchaînements de vendanges entre les cépages seront

rapides car il y a de la précocité dans les cabernets. Les pellicules sont déjà tendres avec de jolis aromatiques. La fierté est aussi d’avoir

conduit 50% du vignoble en bio, au prix d’une énorme débauche d’énergie mais nous y sommes parvenus et sans véritable perte de

volume car la floraison était généreuse.

Enfin, quelle est la situation au Château Lilian Ladouys à Saint-Estèphe ? 

C’est une grosse étape, un tournant puisqu’on est passé de 45 hectares à 80 hectares. Donc, c’est une découverte de nouvelles

parcelles mais on connaissait déjà très bien les terroirs. Là aussi, le millésime solaire impose de la précocité avec un début des

vendanges vers le 24 ou 25 septembre. Les pellicules sont plus fermes, des tannins plus costauds que dans le Sud mais ils sont très

prometteurs.

Il est délicat de spéculer mais à la veille des vendanges, à quel autre millésime ressemble-t-il ?

Ce qui est incroyable en 2018, c’est que nous avons eu deux pluies sur le Nord de 15 millimètres au tout début septembre et il y a une

semaine. Alors qu’au Sud, ce n’est que 5 millimètres à chaque fois. Et cette répartition a été idéale, la date, l’endroit et le volume ont été

parfaits. C’est un millésime béni des Dieux. Au final, 2018 me fait penser à 2009, c’est un joli point de comparaison. J’en ai discuté avec

Emmanuel Cruse comme avec Yves Delsol le directeur du Château Tronquoy-Lalande, analytiquement c’est très proche de 2009. Nous

serons sur un profil solaire avec une base tannique importante.

http://www.terredevins.com/actualites/vendanges-dans-le-medoc-pedesclaux-donne-le-ton/
http://www-wine-services.com/
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Stéphane De Groodt : « Un grand vin arrête le temps »

Par Mathieu Doumenge

Le 17 octobre, l’auteur, humoriste et acteur Stéphane De Groodt sera à l’affiche du film « Le Jeu » de Fred Cavayé. En attendant, ce

grand amateur de vin est en couverture du n°55 de « Terre de vins ». De passage au château Pédesclaux (Pauillac) en juillet dernier, à

l’occasion du festival Les Vendanges du 7ème art, il nous avait accordé un long entretien dans lequel il nous confiait ses goûts et sa

conception du vin. Extraits.

Quelle est votre histoire avec le vin ?

Je pense que le vin, c’est d’abord une affaire d’apprentissage. On n’apprécie pas le vin de manière innocente : il y a toujours quelqu’un

qui vous initie, qui vous ouvre la porte d’entrée. C’est un peu comme un tableau, parfois il faut du temps pour le comprendre, comprendre

pourquoi on l’aime, apprendre à le comparer… Mes parents ont toujours bu du vin (dans un registre assez classique) mais pour ma part

la révélation est venue assez tard – dans mon ancienne vie de pilote de course, je ne buvais pratiquement pas. C’est une rencontre

particulière avec un vin qui m’a amené à me dire : « Ça peut donc être ça ! » J’avais la trentaine, ma femme s’intéressait au vin et c’est

avec elle que j’ai commencé à vraiment l’apprécier. Le déclic est venu d’un bourgogne blanc, un meursault de Coche-Dury dégusté au

restaurant La Grenouillère, près du Touquet.

Comment ont évolué vos goûts ?

J’ai beaucoup fonctionné par périodes. Ayant commencé par les blancs, j’ai pris le temps de savoir ce que j’aimais. Puis, avec

l’expérience, je suis allé vers d’autres vins. Je suis zappeur, mais je me rends compte que mon palais revient toujours vers certaines

régions, certaines couleurs. J’ai toujours tendance à démarrer une soirée avec un blanc, de préférence un chardonnay bourguignon.

Mais j’apprécie aussi certains blancs en Pessac-Léognan ou dans les Graves, comme Carbonnieux ou la cuvée Caroline de Chantegrive.

J’aime certains rosés, ceux qui sont sur la finesse et la clarté, par exemple un château Sainte-Marguerite en Provence. En rouge, mes

préférences ont évolué. Je me suis pris de passion pour le Rhône – notamment les syrahs du Nord, celles de Louis Chèze ou Jean-Paul

Jamet. J’aime beaucoup le Languedoc, comme les vins de Marlène Soria au Domaine Peyre Rose. François Berléand m’a fait découvrir

le Domaine Puech-Haut, que j’aime depuis faire goûter à mes amis. C’est un rapport qualité-prix remarquable, et ça aussi c’est important

: le prix délirant qu’atteignent certains vins est problématique ; on s’attend à boire quelque chose d’irraisonnable, et ce n’est

malheureusement pas toujours le cas.

C’est quoi pour vous, un grand vin ?

Un grand vin, c’est un vin qui arrête le temps. Il immobilise le moment, fixe les souvenirs, change l’ordre des choses et se rappelle à

vous. Ce n’est surtout pas le prix ni l’étiquette. C’est le temps.

Quel acheteur de vin êtes-vous ?

Je suis totalement compulsif. C’est comme pour les livres, je les achète, ils s’empilent – je me dis que je les lirai bien un jour. Et le vin,

c’est pareil. J’achète beaucoup sur Internet, de temps en temps chez les cavistes. Avant, je faisais les foires aux vins, mais moins

aujourd’hui, car mes recherches tendent à être plus ciblées. L’autre jour, j’ai passé une heure sur mon ordinateur à chercher un vin dont

on m’avait parlé, La Porte du Ciel du Château La Négly. Dans le même ordre d’idées, je suis sur Instagram un importateur belge de vins

nature qui m’a donné envie de découvrir le Domaine Mazière, également dans le Languedoc. J’étais en tournée de théâtre en province,

dans l’heure qui a suivi j’ai trouvé un caviste et je suis allé lui demander s’il avait ce vin. Il ne voulait pas « le vendre à n’importe qui », j’ai

réussi à le convaincre de m’en vendre une caisse de blanc et une caisse de rouge. J’en ai profité pour lui acheter du Clos Rougeard,

qu’un ami m’a fait découvrir il y a quelques années.

http://www.terredevins.com/actualites/stephane-de-groodt-un-grand-vin-arrete-le-temps/
http://www-wine-services.com/
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